
 
 

MS Terminology  
 
Antispasmodics - Medications capable of preventing or relieving 
spasms or convulsions. 
  
Ataxia - Lack of coordination and unsteadiness that result from the 
brain’s failure to regulate the body’s posture and the strength and 
direction of limb movements. Most often caused by disease activity in 
the cerebellum or its connections with other parts of the brain. 

Attack - In MS, the appearance of new symptoms or the 
aggravation of old ones, lasting at least twenty-four hours 
(synonymous with attack, relapse, flare-up, or worsening). Also 
known as relapse or exacerbation. 
 
Autoimmune Disease - Process in which the body’s immune system 
causes illness by mistakenly attacking healthy cells, organs, or tissues. 
Multiple sclerosis is believed to be an autoimmune disease, as are 
systemic lupus, rheumatoid arthritis, scleroderma, and many others. 
The precise origin and an understanding of how these diseases occur 
are not yet well known. 
 
Bell’s palsy - Paralysis of the facial nerve, which can occur as a 
consequence of MS, viral infection, or other infections. It has acute 
onset and can be transient or permanent. 
 
Benign MS - A type of MS where a person may experience one or two 
attacks over the course of their illness but remains largely well 
although subtle damage can occur without obvious relapses. 
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Blood-brain Barier - Semi-permeable cell layer around blood vessels 
in the brain and spinal cord that prevents large molecules, cells, and 
potentially damaging substances and disease-causing organisms (eg, 
viruses) from passing out of the bloodstream into the central nervous 
system (brain and spinal cord). 
   
Brain fog / cog fog - A feeling of confusion or lack of mental clarity 
brought on by cognition issues related to MS. This cognitive symptom 
is common in people with MS and is also known as brain fog. 
 
Central nervous system - Collective term for the major part of the 
nervous system that is principally comprised of the brain and spinal 
cord. 
 
Clinically Isolated Syndrome - someone's first episode of 
neurological symptoms, since 2014 this has been suggested by an 
international committee to be classed as a type of MS.   
 
Chronic - Of long duration, not acute. 
 
Demyelination - Destruction of the myelin sheath, which surrounds 
the “axons” or nerve fibers in the central nervous system, that results 
in interruptions of communications between neurons. Regions of 
demyelination cause interruptions in the conduction of nerve 
impulses. 
   
Disease Modifying Drugs (DMDs)- Disease-modifying therapies have 
been shown in clinical trials to modify the course of MS. 

Foot drop- Condition of weakness in the muscles of the leg caused 
by poor nerve conduction, which interferes with a person’s ability to 
extend the ankle and walk with a normal pattern. The toes touch the 
ground before the heel, causing the person to trip or lose balance. 

Inflammation- The immunologic response of body tissue to injury, 
characterized by mobilization of white blood cells and antibodies, 
swelling, and fluid accumulation. 
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Interferon - Interferons are a family of naturally occurring proteins 
that are produced by eukaryotic cells in response to viral infection 
and other biological inducers. Interferons possess 
immunomodulatory, antiviral, and antiproliferative biological 
activities. They exert their biological effects by binding to specific 
receptors on the surface of cells. Three major groups of interferons 
have been distinguished: alpha, beta, and gamma. 
  
Lesion / Plaque - An area of inflamed or demyelinated central 
nervous system tissue. Also known as a lesion. 
 
Lumbar puncture (spinal tap) - The procedure of taking fluid from 
the spine in the lower back through a hollow needle, this is one of the 
ways MS can be diagnosed. People with MS often have antibodies in 
this fluid which show your immune system is active in your brain and 
spinal cord. 
 
MRI - MRI stands for magnetic resonance imaging, a diagnostic tool 
that offers the most sensitive, non-invasive way of imaging the brain 
and spinal cord and is the preferred imaging method for diagnosing 
MS a well as monitoring the course of the disease. 
 
MSer - Person with MS. 
 
MS fatigue - One of the most common MS symptoms, it is an extreme 
form of tiredness, one which can be debilitating and overwhelming. 
 
MS diagnosis can take a long time to diagnose due to its complexity 
and variety of symptoms. A Neurologist will use a specific checklist to 
diagnose MS, known as the McDonald criteria. The process often 
involves ruling out other conditions and tests can include evoked 
potential tests, MRI or lumbar puncture.  
 
Myelin - Soft white coating of the nerve fibres within the central 
nervous system (CNS) that is comprised of fats and proteins and 
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speeds up the conduction of electrical signals through the nervous 
system. 
 
Neuritis - Nerve inflammation, usually with direct nerve damage. Part 
of a degenerative process.  
 
Nystagmus - Rapid, involuntary movements of the eyes in the 
horizontal or, occasionally, vertical direction. 
 
No evidence of disease activity (NEDA) - A new goal emerging in 
multiple sclerosis treatment. The aim is for people with relapsing 
remitting MS (RRMS) to reach a point where they are having no 
relapses, no increase in disability (as measured by EDSS) and no new 
or active (enhancing) lesions on their MRI scans. 
 
OMSer - someone who follows the OMS seven step recovery 
program.  

Optic neuritis - refers to inflammation that damages the optic nerve 
– a bundle of nerve fibres than transmit communication from the eye 
to the brain. It is commonly caused by MS. Optic neuritis is often one 
of the first signs of MS. 

Plaque- An area of inflamed or demyelinated central nervous system 
tissue. Also known as a lesion. 

PPMS- Abbreviation for primary progressive MS - a type of MS where 
progressive weakness and symptoms occur steadily without obvious 
relapses or remission. 

PRMS- Abbreviation for progressive relapsing MS – an uncommon 
type of MS  where experience both progressive neurological decline 
and also attacks. PRMS is often misdiagnosed as PPMS until the 
relapses start. 

PwMS- Person/people with MS 
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Relapse - In MS, the appearance of new symptoms or the 
aggravation of old ones, lasting at least twenty-four hours 
(synonymous with attack, relapse, flare-up, or worsening). 

Relapsing remitting MS (RRMS)– a type of MS where there are 
periods of remission and recovery punctuated by attacks (relapses). 
RRMS is a misnomer, as damage continues between attacks during 
periods of so-called remission, unless the disease is stabilized. 

Remyelination - Repair of damaged myelin. Some myelin repair may 
occur spontaneously in MS. 
 
Swank’s Study - Roy Swank’s study published in the Lancet - ‘Effect 
Of Low Saturated Fat Diet In Early And Late Cases Of Multiple 
Sclerosis’. Swank followed 144 people with MS over 34 years and 
concluded in his Lancet paper that those who stuck to less than 20g of 
fat a day ‘showed significantly less deterioration and much lower 
death rates’. 

Sclerosis - An abnormal condition in which tissue has become hard, 
produced by overgrowth of fibrous tissue (scars). The term “multiple 
sclerosis” refers to multiple scars in the brain. 

Spasm - An involuntary and abnormal contraction of muscle 

Spasticity - Increased muscle tone associated with involuntary 
muscle contractions, spasms, and stiffness. In multiple sclerosis, 
spasticity is most prominent in the lower limbs 

Secondary progressive MS (SOMS) - a type of MS which usually 
occurs in people who have already had RRMS for some time and is 
classified where relapses and remissions give way to steady decline 
in mobility and progression to disability. 

T Cells - Any of several types of white blood cells that develop in the 
thymus gland and play a role in the control of immune response. 
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Transverse myelitis -Transverse myelitis is a neurological disorder 
caused by inflammation (swelling) across both sides of one level or 
segment of the spinal cord, causing symptoms such as sensitivity to 
touch, weakness in arms and legs, numbness and tingling, fatigue 
and bowel and bladder problems. It is a sign of MS. 
 

Vision problems caused by MS can vary and can be caused by lack of 
coordination in the eye muscle or damage to the optic nerve.  
 

Classifying MS based on the disease activity seen in MRI 
scans 
 
Non-active - used to describe disease activity, in this case low e.g MRI 
scan remained largely unchanged 
 
Active - used to describe disease activity e.g  recent new areas of 
damage showing on MRI  
 
Highly active (HA) - used to describe disease activity, not ‘type’ of MS. 
There is no precise agreed definition but includes frequent relapses 
with incomplete recovery, and/or high increase in lesions on MRI, 
faster loss of function after onset. 
 
Rapidly evolving severe relapsing remitting MS (RES)  - two or 
more relapses in one year, with signs of increasing or new lesions 
between two consecutive MRI scans. This is used mainly to determine 
options for treatment with disease modifying therapies and balancing 
risks with . Often used in relation to drugs natalizumab and 
fingolimod.  
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